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The only way to reach Capri is by sea. Ferries depart from Naples and Sorrento; in the summer, there
are
also
routes
from
Positano,
Amalfi,
Salerno,
and
Ischia.
For most of the year, motor vehicles are forbidden on Capri and non-resident vehicles can only be
embarked for the island between November and Easter. Regardless, there isn't much use for vehicles
on Capri! There is only one road on the island and public transportation is excellent.
How to get to Capri from Rome
Getting to Capri from Rome takes at least three hours from the time your flight arrives, and only if you
are lucky enough to make all of your connections...otherwise, the trip can take up to half a day! If you
are arriving in late afternoon in Rome, consider staying overnight in either Rome or Naples.
From Rome's Fiumicino Airport, take the Leonardo Express shuttle train to the Roma Termini central
train station, and from here transfer to a train for Naples.

Book Leonardo Express train from Fiumicino to Rome
Book the train from Rome to Naples
Alternatively, there is a direct bus from Rome's Fiumicino airport to the Naples Piazza Garibaldi
(Centrale) train station:

Book the bus from Roma Fiumicino to Naples
From the Rome Ciampino Airport: once you arrive at Rome Ciampino, take the bus to the Roma
Termini train station and then the train to Naples.
How to get to Capri from Naples
In Naples, there are two piers from which ferries to Capri depart: Molo Beverello and Calata di Massa.
The Molo Beverello pier is located in front of Maschio Angioino in the Piazza Municipio, the Calata di
Massa pier is located further east (to the left, facing the sea).
High speed ferries depart from Molo Beverello, and ferries and slow ferries from Calata di Massa.
Ferries and slow ferries are more affordable and slower than high speed ferries, and are the only
vessels which can embark motor vehicles.
Schedules and prices change often: check again the day before you are scheduled to travel or contact
the ferry companies directly, especially in case of rough seas! (When seas are very rough, high speed
ferries are often suspended and only ferries and slow ferries continue to run).
How to get to the Molo Beverello Port from the Naples Airport
Bus - As soon as you leave the terminal, look for the Alibus line that runs from the airport to the center
of Naples. The bus makes three stops: the first in Piazza Garibaldi, the second at Calata di Massa (where
many ferries depart), land the third at the port, near Molo Beverello. Tickets cost EUR 5 and can be
purchased directly on board.
Taxi - the taxi stand is located at the exit from the terminal. Request the fixed fare for the port (about
€20) and do not accept rides from those who offer them inside the airport, as they are not licensed.
How to get to the Molo Beverello Port from the Naples Train Station
If you don't have much time and have a number of bags, take a taxi. .
The set fare for the taxi costs around EUR 12.Otherwise, you can take Linea 1 of the underground
subway: the Piazza Municipio stop towards "Piscinola". After exiting the underground, you will need to
walk about 100 meters to the port.
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Once You've Arrived on Capri
TAXI
BUS
FUNICULAR

To arrive in Anacapri, you should take a taxi with your bags. The fare from Marina Grande to Anacapri
begins at €25 plus extra luggage fees. Otherwise, above the funicular ticket window you'll find the stop
for bus routes to Anacapri, which run often.
The alternative is to take the funicular and then the Capri-Anacapri bus.
Most of the hotels on Anacapri offer free or economic shuttle services between the port and the hotel:
inquire directly with your hotel.
If you need more information or help please contact
Fuori Rotta Eventi e Congressi
Roberta Saioni +39 3494778948
mail:
info@fuorirottaeventi.com
www.fuorirottaeventi.com
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